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Today's card uses simple stamping and the Double Time technique.  The Double Time technique 
looks like it might be complicated but it's very easy to do and makes a big impact on the look of 
the card.  I used the Nature's Prints Stamp Set for the greenery images and the Cup of Tea 
Stamp Set for the sentiment.  Let's get started!

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Soft Succulent cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", score at 4-1/4"•
Mats

Cut 2 Evening Evergreen cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"
Cut 1 Evening Evergreen to 4-1/4" x 3-1/4"

•

Panels
Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"
Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 4" x 3"

•

Inside Panel
Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"

•

1. 

To begin you will be stamping on the two white panels measuring 5-1/4" x 4" and 4" x 3". 2. 
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You will need to apply temporary adhesive on the back of the smaller panel.  If you do 
not have any temporary adhesive, try using a very small strip of Stampin' Seal (a 1/4" 
or less) in several spots, but first tap the Stampin' Seal several times with your fingers 
to make it less "adhesive" before adhering the panels together.  I recommend testing 
on scraps first to make sure you won't damage the panels when you take them apart.  

•

Lay the small panel on the larger panel, temporarily adhering the two panels together.  
Make sure that the small panel is centered top to bottom and left to right.

•

Note:  When stamping across the two temporarily adhered panels, you will notice that there 
will be a gap where the two panels meet where the ink doesn't cover.  This is normal and 
will be covered by the mat on the smaller panel.

To create the stamped background of the temporarily adhered panels, I used three different 
greenery images from the Nature's Prints Stamp Set and a different ink color was used for 
each stamp.  I used Soft Succulent for the gingko leaf image, Evening Evergreen for the fern 
image, and Crushed Curry for the goldenrod image.

Start by stamping the gingko leaf image twice using Soft Succulent ink.  Once on the 
right and once on the left, making sure that you stamp across both of the temporarily 
adhered panels.

•

Stamp the fern image next using Evening Evergreen ink, making sure that at least two 
of these stamped images are stamped across both of the temporarily adhered panels.  
I stamped this image at the top and bottom.  I later came back and used this image to 
fill in open areas in several spots.

•

Stamp the goldenrod image next using Crushed Curry ink.  Stamp the image on the 
upper left and lower right corners making sure to stamp the image across both of the 
temporarily adhered panels.  Use the same image to fill in small open areas in several 
spots.

•

Carefully separate the temporarily adhered panels from each other.  •
Adhere the white panels to their Evening Evergreen mats.  Note that there is a larger 
reveal on the smaller panel than the larger panel - this is correct and how I designed 
the card.

•

3. 

For the larger stamped panel, determine where you want the top of the panel to be and using 
liquid glue or Stampin' Seal, adhere the largest stamped panel to the card front, making sure 
to leave an even reveal on the top, bottom, left and right.

4. 

Using Stampin' Dimensionals, adhere the smaller stamped panel to the card front, making 
sure to line up the stamped images that overlap the stamped panels.

5. 

Using the Stylish Shapes Dies, die cut the following:
Die cut 1 circle in Basic White cardstock using the 3rd to smallest circle die•
Die cut 1 circle in Evening Evergreen using the 4th smallest circle die•

6. 

From the Cup of Tea Stamp Set, stamp the "Thank you" sentiment onto the die cut white 
circle using Evening Evergreen ink.  Adhere the white circle sentiment to its Evening 

7. 
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Evergreen mat.
Use a small amount of Stampin' Seal on the center of the small, stamped panel.  Adhere a 
short length of Evening Evergreen Open Weave Ribbon to the Stampin' Seal.

8. 

Using Stampin' Dimensionals, adhere the circle sentiment label over top of the ribbon in the 
center of the card.

9. 

Adhere an Amber Gem from the Leaf Label & Amber Gem Combo Pack to the sentiment 
label.  I adhered the gem to the left of the sentiment.

10. 

For the inside panel, envelope flap and envelope front, use the same three stamps and ink 
colors to decorate the inside panel and envelope.

11. 

The card is complete!  The Double Time technique makes for a really impressive looking card and 
is quite simple to create!

Products used to create this card are included on the next page. 
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Nature's Prints 
Cling Stamp Set 

(English) - 158793

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Cup Of Tea 
Photopolymer 

Stamp Set 
(English) - 158661

Price: $23.00

Add to Cart

Stylish Shapes 
Dies - 159183

Price: $30.00

Add to Cart

Evening Evergreen 
3/8" (1 Cm) Open 
Weave Ribbon - 

155573

Price: $7.00

Add to Cart

Leaf Label & 
Amber Gem 

Combo Pack - 
159969

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Soft Succulent 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
155776

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Evening Evergreen 
8-1/2" X 11" 
Cardstock - 

155574

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Soft Succulent 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 155778

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Evening Evergreen 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 155576

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Crushed Curry 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147087

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Seal - 
152813

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart
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